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Optical Encoders

Features
• 25,	32,	50,	64,	100,	128	and	256

Cycles	per	Revolution	Available
• Sealed	Version	Available
• Rugged	Construction
• Cable	or	Pin	Versions
• 300	Million	Rotational	Cycles
• 5000	RPM	Shaft	Rotation
• Index	Pulse	Available

series 63r
High resolution, Ball Bearing, 
5-pin (Polarized Connection)

Dimensions In	Inches	(and	millimeters)

toP vieW

toP vieW

GRAYHILL XXXX X-X
     63RXXX

XXXX X-X
XX

GRAYHILL XXXX X-X
   63RXXX-XXX

XXXX X-X
XX-XXX

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSION TOLERANCES ARE AS FOLLOWS
  LINEAR .010 (.25), DIAMETERS .010 (.25), ANGULAR 5˚

1.250 DIA
(31.75)

.215
(5.46)
KEYWAY DEPTH

.219
(5.57)

.650 DIA
(16.51)
MOUNTING
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.033
(.84)
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(1.68)
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(6.35)
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(10.16)
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(5.08)
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(2.54)

.501
(12.73)

.725±.025
(18.4±0.64)

.350
(8.89)

.225
(5.71)

.776±.025
(19.7±0.64)

.249/.250 DIA
(6.32/6.34).025 X 45˚

(.64)
CHAMFER

1/2 - 32
UN-2A
THREADS
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.219
(5.57)

.650 DIA
(16.51)
MOUNTING
SURFACE

.033
(.84)
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(1.68)

.250
(6.35)

.501
(12.73)

.725±.025
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.350
(8.89)

.249/.250 DIA
(6.32/6.34).025 X 45˚

(.64)
CHAMFER

1/2 - 32
UN-2A
THREADS

CABLE LENGTH
6.000,25

CONNECTOR IS
MOLEX P/N
14-56-3056
OR EQUIVALENT

PIN #1

PIN #1

Specifications are subject to change. Please refer to the current datasheet on www.grayhill.com for the most current published specifications for this product.
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Optical Encoders

  available from your local Grayhill Distributor.		For	prices	and	discounts,	contact	a	local	Sales	Office,	an	authorized	local	Distributor	or	Grayhill.

sPeCiFiCations
electrical ratings
operating voltage:	5	±.25	Vdc
supply Current: 30	mA	maximum	at	5	Vdc
Logic output Characteristics:
Output	 Type:	 Open	 collector	 with	 integrated	
Schmitt	Trigger	and	10	KW	pull-up	resistor
Maximum	Sink	Current: 16	mA	at	.40	volts
Power Consumption: 150	mW	maximum
optical rise time: 500	nS	typical
optical Fall time: 14	nS	typical

mechanical ratings
mechanical Life: 300	million	revolutions
time Life:	Guaranteed	for	10	years	of	
continuous	operation	(calculated	from	emitter	
degradation	data)
mounting torque: 20	in-lbs	maximum
terminal strength:	5	lbs	terminal	pull-out	
force	minimum
solderability: 95%	free	of	pin	holes	and	voids
externally applied shaft Force:  
Axial:15	lbs	maximum;	Radial:15	lbs	
maximum
operating torque: 0.5	in-oz	maximum	(no	
detents)	for	unsealed	versions

environmental ratings
operating temperature range: -40°C to 85°C 
storage temperature range: -55°C to 100°C 
relative Humidity:90-95%at40°Cfor96hours 
vibration resistance: Harmonicmotionwith
amplitudeof15g,withinavaried10to2000
Hzfrequencyfor12hoursperMIL-STD-202,
Method204
shock resistance:Test1:100gfor6mS,half-
sinewavewithvelocitychangeof12.3ft/s.Test
2:100gfor6mS,sawtoothwavewithvelocity
changeof9.7ft/s.

materials and Finishes
Bushing: Zincdiecast
Housing: Zytel FR-50
shaft: Stainlesssteelinsertmoldedintonylon
rotor support
Code rotor and aperture:Chemically
etchedstainlesssteel/electroformednickel 
Printed Circuit Board:NEMAGradeFR-4. 
Fivemicroinchesminimumgoldover100
microinchesminimumnickelovercopper 
optical Barrier: Polyphenylenesulfide,94V-0

CirCuitry anD WaveForm: standard Quadrature 2-Bit Code

Backplate: Polyester
Header: Phosphorbronze,200microinches
tinover50microinchesnickel(pinversiononly) 
infrared emitter:Galliumaluminumarsenide 
Photo iC: Planarsilicon
retaining ring: Stainlesssteel
Cable:26AWG,stranded/tinnedwire,PVC
coatedon.100(2,54)centers(cableversiononly) 
Connector:Glass-filledPCT,UL94V-0

Bearing subassembly
Bearing:NSKABEC5(stainlesssteel) 
Preload Collar:303stainlesssteel
spacer:303stainlesssteel
Bellville spring:springsteel(stainless)

1 CYCLE

OUTPUT
A

OUTPUT
B

CHANNEL A LEADS CHANNEL B BY
90˚ ± 45˚ IN ALL ROTATIONS FOR
CLOCKWISE ROTATION OF SHAFT.

1

2
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5
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10 KΩ

PIN #

GROUND

NO CONTACT

OUTPUT A

POWER 5V

OUTPUT B

orDerinG inFormation

series 
style:	 R	=	Standard,	5-pin,	high	resolution

RS	=	Sealed,	5-pin,	high	resolution
Cycles:	per	channel	per	revolution	=	25,	32,	50,	64,	100,	128,	256	

63rs256–060

termination:  
Blank	(no	dash	or	numbers):	pins	as		described	in	drawing.	
Cable termination: 060	=	6.0in.	Cable	is	terminated	with	Molex	Connnector	P/N	14-56-3056	

RECOMMENDED PANEL CUTOUT

0.057± 0.002
[1,45± 0.05]

0.224± 0.002
[5,69± 0.05] 0.506± 0.003

[12,85± 0.07]

Specifications are subject to change. Please refer to the current datasheet on www.grayhill.com for the most current published specifications for this product.
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resistors provide the output with the high-state 
voltage when the phototransistor is “off”.  

In a phototransistor, base current is 
supplied when light strikes the detector, which 
effectively grounds the output. Typically, the 
detector is operated in saturation. This means 
suffi cient light is provided to completely sink, 
or ground, all the current provided by the 
pull up resistor plus that of the interfacing 
electronics. In the logic high state, the light 
is suffi ciently blocked by the rotor and the 
detector functions like an open circuit.  The 
pull up resistor then provides sourcing current 
to the interfacing electronics.  This “on” or “off” 
digital arrangement allows the open collec-
tor to interface with popular integrated circuit 
technologies such as TTL, TTL LS, CMOS, 
and HCMOS.

SCHMITT TRIGGERS
To provide signal enhancement it is 

recommended that a Schmitt Trigger be con-
nected to each output. This device is already 
included in the Series 61K, 61R, 63K and 63R 
encoders. The Schmitt Trigger “cleans up” the 
output into a pure digital signal.  It does this 
by removing the small linear region between 
the “on” and “off” states of the detector.  Dur-
ing this transition the light is only partially 
blocked and the output is somewhere be-
tween what the interfacing circuit might con-

sider to be “on” or “off”.  In other words, the 
output is not completely digital. The Schmitt 
Trigger contains a very important feature 
which makes it attractive for this application. 
The device has a higher threshold, or trigger 
level, when it is in the “on” state than it does 
in the “off” state.  This hysterisis fi lters any 
electrical noise, which can cause the output 
to change state rapidly during the transition. 
And since the output from the Schmitt Trigger 
is a pure digital signal and is isolated from the 
phototransistor, the signal is basically immune 
to loading problems that can effect encoders 
without the Schmitt Trigger.  Schmitt Triggers 
are available in most popular IC technologies.

SHAFT AND PANEL SEAL
A shaft and panel seal are available to 

provide water-tight mounting for the Series 
61B, 61D, 61K, 61R and 62 encoders. Sealing 
is accomplished by an o-ring shaft seal and 
a panel seal washer.  The panel seal washer 
in the 61B and 61D encoders does not affect 
the overall dimensions of the switches.  In 
the 61K and 61R encoders, the .045" thick 
washer is placed over the threads and sits fl at 
on the base of the bushing.  The 61KS and 
61RS are also epoxy-sealed on the bottom 
of the switch to provide a completely sealed 
switch.

Optical Encoder Engineering Information

QUADRATURE
All Grayhill encoders use quadrature 

output code, which is the same as a 2-bit, 
repeating gray code. Quadrature is the most 
popular and cost effective output format 
because only two detectors are required. 
However, quadrature can only be used in ap-
plications where incremental data is required. 
Absolute positioning is not possible because 
the code repeats every four positions. In other 
words, changes in the encoder in magnitude 
and direction can be determined, but the 
actual position of the encoder cannot. In most 
applications this is not a problem.

In a quadrature rotary optical encoder 
two detectors are used to provide outputs, 
“A” and “B”. The code rotor either blocks the 
infrared light or allows it to pass to the detec-
tors. As the shaft turns the rotor, the outputs 
change state to indicate position. The result-
ing output is two square waves which are 90° 
out of phase.

OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT
The open collector output is typical of 

the Series 61B, 61C and 62, and  is the sim-
plest form of output available. The fi rst step 
in interfacing with open collector outputs is to 
provide an external pull-up resistor from each 
output to the power source. These pull-up 
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Specifications are subject to change. Please refer to the current datasheet on www.grayhill.com for the most current published specifications for this product.




